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Case Reports

INTRODUCTION

Orthostatic headache develops and relieves rapidly 
with postural changes implies causes attributed to 
alternation of intracranial pressures(1). Spontaneous 
intracranial hypotension (SIH) is one common cause of 

orthostatic headache and diagnosed by clinical history 
and images findings(2,3). In some patients with longer 
disease courses, the typical orthostatic features are 
lost. Gadolinium enhanced brain and spinal magnetic 
resonance images (MRI) are thus of importance if typical 
signs of low intracranial pressures are shown. Findings of 
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Abstract
Purpose: Spontaneous intracranial hypotension (SIH) is suspected in patients presenting orthostatic 

headache and needs excluding structural or iatrogenic causes. Image studies are required to confirm 
the diagnosis and define exact locations of cerebrospinal fluid leakage, but currently there is no single 
study sensitive enough to make identifications among patients with various symptoms. 

Case report: We present a 24-year-old young woman having acute orthostatic headache. She neither had, 
head trauma, nor recieved neuraxial procedures like lumbar puncture. Brain magnetic resonance 
image (MRI) with gadolinium enhancement reported normal findings on arrival. She received 
conservative treatment including analgesics and aggressive intravenous hydration, but her headache 
improved little. Whole spine MRI with gadolinium enhancement did not demonstrate obvious leakage 
of cerebrospinal fluid but typical dilated epidural veins with ventral displacement of her thoracic 
spinal cord. After autologous epidural blood patches therapy, her headache relieved completely.

Conclusion: We review the typical and uncommon findings of spinal MRI in SIH, which is more sensitive 
than brain MRI in acute stages. Spinal MRI offers the diagnostic value in SIH especially when cranial 
images do not respond in time.
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intracranial hypotension in brain MRI vary with time and 
may be absent in acute stages(4,5). We report a patient with 
SIH had normal brain MRI but special spinal MRI signs. 
We also review imaging findings, potential mechanism, 
and novel MRI series for helping the diagnosis of SIH.

CASE REPORT

A 24-year-old unmarried young woman without 
previous headache or other medical diseases presented 
acute orthostatic headache for four days. The characteristic 
of her headache was explosive and localized in her occiput 
and bilateral temporal regions, which exacerbated by 
standing up and relieved rapidly in bed rest. The pain 
was associated with vomiting. She had difficulties in 

maintaining her daily activities because of the headache. 
She reported neither head trauma, nor lumbar puncture 
before the onset of her headache. She had visited several 
clinics and a local hospital but got few improvements after 
taking painkillers prescribed. 

During the interview, her consciousness was clear, 
her neck was supple, and she did not present focal 
neurological deficits. Physical examination demonstrated 
neither skin hyper-extensibility nor joint hypermobility. 
Orthostatic headache and dizziness could be induced 
easily by postural changes of sitting or standing up. Her 
vital signs were normal (body temperature 36.9 degrees 
Celsius, heart rate 97 beats/minute, and blood pressures 
122/80 mmHg). We also checked upright blood pressure, 
which showed 124/82 mmHg with heart rate 86 beats/

Figure 1. A 24-year-old female had orthostatic headache. A, Sagittal T2-weighted spine MR images showed 
dilated epidural veins (arrows) and ventral displacement of thoracic spinal cord (arrowheads). B, Dilated 
epidural veins in axial T2-weighted thoracic spine MR images (arrow). C, Axial T1-weighted spine MR 
images with gadolinium enhancement showed diffuse dural enhancement.
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minute. Routine blood tests reported unremarkable in 
her blood cell counts, biochemistry, and autoimmune 
screening (including antinuclear antibodies, complements, 
and rheumatoid factors).  

According to her clinical characteristics, SIH was 
highly suspected. Brain computed tomography (CT) 
initially excluded intracranial hemorrhage or other 
space occupying lesions. Brain MRI and angiography 
with gadolinium enhancement showed normal findings. 
Whole spine MRI with gadolinium enhancement did 
not demonstrate evidence of cerebrospinal fluid leak but 
dominant dilated epidural veins with ventral displacement 
of the spinal cord at her thoracic levels (Figure 1).

For symptomatic relief, oral medicines including 
acetaminophen (1500 mg/day), diphenidol (75 mg/day), 
and domperidone (30 mg/day) were administered during 
her hospitalization. Aggressive intravenous hydration 
(0.9% saline 3000 ml per day) and strict bed rest were also 
ordered for suspected low cerebrospinal fluid pressure 
headache. Persistent orthostatic headache was still reported 
in six days after above treatments. Therefore, autologous 
epidural blood patch 15 ml at her eighth thoracic vertebral 
level was done empirically by the anesthesiology 
specialist. Both her orthostatic headache and dizziness got 
rapid relief. She was discharged in pain-free states on the 
next day after epidural blood patches. The headache did 
not rebound after 3 months follow-up.

DISCUSSION

We presented a young female with orthostatic 
headache which presented a typical course of SIH. There 
were no predisposing traumatic or iatrogenic insults before 
her headache. Connective tissue diseases associated with 
SIH such as Marfan syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, 
retinal detachment at a young age, or spontaneous arterial 
dissection were not favored in her physical features and 
family history. She received brain and whole spine MRI 
with gadolinium enhancement shortly after the onset of 
her headache. Brain MRI on the fourth day was normal 
without findings of SEEPS (subdural fluid collections, 
enhancement of the pachymeninges, engorgement of 
venous structures, pituitary hyperemia, and sagging of the 
brain) as reported by Schievink, but there were epidural 
venous dilatations and ventral displacement of the spinal 

cord in her spinal MRI. Although no obvious cerebrospinal 
fluid leak site was seen in her image studies, her headache 
completely relieved after autologous epidural blood 
patches. 

Brain MRI with gadolinium enhancement has been 
proposed to be a useful image tool in helping confirm 
the diagnosis of SIH(6,7). However, about 25% patients 
of SIH presented none of SEEPS in their brain MRI(8). 
Spinal images especially CT or MR myelography are 
also commonly used in patients of suspected SIH for 
defining the exact location of CSF leakage. And some 
special findings of spinal images in SIH were found, such 
as spinal fluid collection, dural enhancement, dilated 
epidural veins, a thickened or enlarged ventral lateral 
epidural venous plexus, high T2 signal intensity between 
the C1 and C2 spinous processes (C1–C2 sign), and active 
contrast extravasation(9), to add the particular value in 
making diagnosis. The prevalence of each sign ranged 31-
77%. Spinal epidural CSF collection, dural enhancement, 
dilated epidural veins, and C1-C2 signs were seen in 
more than half patients. Spinal epidural venous dilatation 
may also appear in other various etiologies such as 
arteriovenous malformation, thrombosis or occlusion of 
the inferior vena cava, or abdominal mass lesions(10), but it 
is a specific sign pointing intracranial hypotension when  
accompanied by other typical findings in spine MRI.

The presence of signs in brain MRI like diffuse 
pachymeningeal enhancement (DPE) was associated with 
the timing of examinations(4,5). As reported by Fuh et al, 
24.5% (13/53) patients of SIH did not have DPE in their 
initial brain MRI with gadolinium enhancement conducted 
in shorter durations after their headache onset. Eight of the 
thirteen patients with negative DPE received follow-up 
brain MRI, and six of them (75%) developed DPE later. 
The sign would also disappear with time. The earliest 
disappearance of DPE was 25 days from headache onset, 
whereas the longest duration of DPE was 90 days. The 
outcome did not differ between patients having positive or 
negative DPE in their initial brain MRI.

In an original study of Watanabe et al, eighteen 
patients of SIH were enrolled and received both brain and 
spinal MRI with gadolinium enhancement. The sensitivity 
of SIH was 83% (15/18) for brain MRI and 94% (17/18) 
for spinal MRI(11), which means spinal MRI is more 
sensitive than brain MRI for diagnosis in acute stages of 
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SIH. Two of the three patients having normal brain MRI 
findings presented either spinal epidural fluid collection or 
epidural vein distension, and both patients received MRI 
study within two day after their headache onset. The most 
prevalent abnormal findings of spinal MRI were epidural 
fluid collection (89%) and distension of epidural veins 
(78%). The possible pathology of distended epidural veins 
was proposed that decreased thecal CSF leads to collapse 
of spinal subarachnoid spaces and results in enlargement 
of epidural spaces(12), and reduced CSF volume rather than 
intracranial hypotension plays a major role(13). Ventral 
displacement of the spinal cord is another result of above 
pathologic changes.

Gadolinium enhanced brain MRI without the 
requirement of spine MRI was recommended in the initial 
studies of the diagnostic algorithm made by Mokri(7), and 
heavily T2-weighted MR myelography is also useful to 
exactly localize leakage of CSF besides CT myelography 
or digital subtraction myelography(14). Brain and spine 
MRI combined with digital subtraction myelography were 
recommended by Farb et al for CSF leak localization and 
indications of epidural blood patches(15). Special findings in 
spinal images of SIH patients are also has high diagnostic 
values. And it is proposed by Medina et al that combined 
cranial and spinal MRI with gadolinium enhancement 
should be arranged simultaneously after failed response of 
conservative treatments for confirming clinical suspicions 
of headache attributed to intracranial hypotension.

The limitation of our case is that she did not 
completely fulfill the ICHD-3 criteria of SIH. Lumbar 
puncture was recommended for  confirming low 
cerebrospinal pressures after her image studies failed 
to localize CSF leakage, but the patient and her parents 
refused lumbar puncture because of worries about possible 
adverse effects of postdural puncture headache. 

Other diseases with autonomic dysfunction, like 
postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS), may 
present orthostatic headache mimicking SIH(16). The 
diagnostic criteria of POTS include heart rate increment of 
not less than 30 beats per minute or above 120 beats within 
10 minutes of active standing or head-up tilt(17), both of 
which did not appear in our patient. The pathophysiology 
of orthostatic intolerance in POTS attributed to decreases 
in spinal venous pressure and volume of cerebrospinal 
fluid due to an absolute or orthostatic hypovolemia(18). 

As reported, the common headache related to POTS is 
migraine like instead of orthostatic headache in SIH. In 
this article, they reported 4 cases with longer courses (by 
POTS criteria, > 6 months) of orthostatic headache. There 
was a four cases report(16) about orthostatic headaches 
without CSF leak in postural tachycardia syndrome. 
These four patients presented normal open CSF pressure, 
and unlike our patient, case 1 and 4 did not respond to 
epidural blood patch therapy. Case 2 and 3 were diagnosed 
as POTS by tilting table test so did not undergo epidural 
blood patch.

In conclusion, we review the typical and uncommon 
findings of spinal MRI in SIH, which is more sensitive 
than brain MRI in acute stages. Spinal MRI offers the 
diagnostic value in SIH especially cranial images do not 
respond in time.
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